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A model is presented which can explain the observed
tendency of events with large _He/4He ratios to
have steeper spectra Ill.In this model preferential
injection of _He, acceleration by Alfven waves and
Coulomb deceleration of ions are considered simul-
taneously. The observed tendency may be obtained
as a result of competition between injection and
acce leration pro cesses.

I.Introduction

It was shown that preferential injection (preaccelera-
tion) of 3He by plasma waves can provide high 3He-enrichment
levels observed in some solar energetic particle events (see

f[2]or,and references there in) .All proposed theoretical models3He enrichment consider a two-stage acceleration process:
a preacceleration (injection) stage due to wave-particle in-
teraction at low energies and an acceleration process requi-
ring a threshold injection velocity such as Permi type acce-
leration by Alfven waves.The high ZHe/#He ratio is proposed
to arise at the first (preacceleration) stage,at the second
stage the observed spectra are formed.Up to now these two
stages were investigated separately [2,3].Recently the ten-
dency of events with large 3He/4He ratios to have steeper
spectra was found[1]. It is possible only if injection and
acceleration processes are connected by some way. The model
taking into consideration such connection will be presented
here.
2. The Model.

The equation for the ion distribution function has the
form-

! ,,Vz a.,-" ./ + € a3_ - V2 o_V 3V T(V) If_ 3V

Here the diffusion coefficient D = D(A)+D(C)+D (in) where

D (A) describes the acceleration by Alfven waves,D (C) is due

to Coulomb collision, D (in) is the injection diffusion co-
efficient due to wave-particle interaction at low energies.
The second term in right-hand side of equation (I) describes
diffusive escaping of particles;it plays role only at high

velocities V>>VA , where T (V)= J/-_rA)/_V_
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A model is presented which can explain the observed 
tendency of events with large 3He/4 He ratios to 
have steeper spectra[1].In this model preferential 
injection of ~H~ acceleration by Alfven waves and 
Coulomb deceleration of ions are considered simul
taneously. The observed tendency may be obtained 
as a result of competition between injection and 
acceleration processes. 

1. Introduction 
It was shown that preferential injection (preaccelera

tion) of 3He by plasma waves can provide high 3He-enricbment 
levels observed in some solar energetic particle events (see 
[~ and references therein).All proposed theoretical models 

for 3He enrichment consider a two-stage acceleration process: 
a preacceleration (injection) stage due to wave-particle in
teraction at low energies and an acceleration process requi
ring a threshold injection velocitl such as Fermi type acce
leration by Alfven waves. The high He/4 He ratio is proposed 
to arise at the first (preacceleration) stage,at the second 
stage the observed spectra are formed.Up to now these two 
stages were investigaDed separately[2,3].Recently the ten
dency of events with large 3 He/4 He ratios to have steeper 
spectra was found!1]. It is possible only if injection and 
acceleration processes are connected by some way. The model 
taking into consideration such connection will be presented 
here. 
2. The Model. 

The equation for the ion distribution function has the 
form: 

£L -~ ~9)v~af - f + VI~ adv (FV<I). (1) at - y2 av BV r(vJ '"' J 

Here the diffusion coefficient D = D(A)+D(C)+D(in), where 

D(A) describes the acceleration by Alfven waves,D(C) is due 
to Coulomb collisiop, D(in) is the injection diffusion co
efficient due to wave-particle interaction at low energies. 
The second term in right-hand side of equation (1) desddbes 
diffusive escaping of particles;it plays role only at high 
veloci ties V »V A ' where T (V)= 3i..<.fb{A) / ~< V..2 
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oY_ is the Alfven velocity and L is a typical length scalethe acceleration region.The last term in(l) describes
the deceleration of particles by Coulomb collisions, If we
are interested in the injection problem the velocities from
thermal up to observed in the interplanetary space should
be considered.That is why we will use the diffusion coeffi-
cient Don'in the form [4] which is valid for arbitrary velo-
city of test particle: Kr.a_

"- "V//"" _D/(,X.) CaA.2/z.!p_ ' (2 )_<,

' {E,o o (3)

Here Ze and Am are the charge and the mass of accelerated
ion,K is the wave numberj G)_=ZeH/A_pC ,H is the magnetic
field strength, _K o_ K V is spectral density of Alfven
waves,Koand K_axare the minimum and maximum wave numbers of
wave spectrum.The diffusion coefficient D{eJand deceleration
coefficient F due to Coulomb collisions are given by
expressions 15S :

_(c)- ;_e28JP_me _ EGAm_V (U) + _ G_Nz/ )7..___- ' (4)

z_ea"''2J_-J!-_. To )]
<-"P_ (u) + G(Wu .r:2 A.,;v/ g ,

,?,iAa '
II

Here Ve= _2K8 e/me is the thermal velocity of electrons,To
and Tp- electron and proton temperatures, 6dpe is electron
plasma frequency. For simplicity at thermal velocities the
injection diffusion coefficient was proposed to be constant.
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VA is the Alfven velocity and L is a typical length scale 
of the acceleration region.The last term in(1) describes 
the deceleration of particles by Coulomb collisions. If we 
are interested in the injection problem the velocities from 
thermal up to observed in the interplanetary space should 
be consi~ered.That is why we will use the diffusion coeffi
cient Dr in the form~] which is valid for arbitrary velo-
city of test particle: Kmal 

/7) (A) 4§..l..?e< ~2 Jdl< WK m /. ) . 
;;L../ = V(I-t v.t2/ C<) ~J!A..? m R K ':f:-/ ccl,j3 , (2) 

A ~ 7< 
o 

- I { 
cfJ(at.,)3) =JdltJ dxcos (clUX) rs2cosu -J(I-.;r')sllz~lIlx 

o 0 L J (3) 

x i.Slflj,t3S) _ cos{J3S) ') + SLIl(,AS) (f-X<-)SLil<U} l jJ.l,s5" JJS4 J S~ , 

cS - j~( 1- ,x2)SLttU + lj<,x.a \ eX - I< VA jJ - xV 
- t2 J - (JH ) - WH' 

Here Ze and Am are the charge and the mass of accelerated 
ion,K is the wave numberv' (JH==Zell/AhZpe ,H is the magnetic 
field strength, WI( ex: K- is spectral density of Alfven 
waves,Koand ~xare the minimum and maximum wave numbers of 
wave spectrum. The diffusion coefficient D~)and deceleration 
coefficient F due to Coulomb collisions are given by 
expressions [5] : 

rJ\(C) :z<-e~{J. 2 In tIz.A. ~ T ~ 
C;U:: A~2* 6(U)+ ;e 6-{jIU) J 

'P 'p (4) 

F' =2 z2e2CJp~ tn A ~G(U) + Te G/ 1I)~ . A m.G V:.G TD c'fl , 
per 

<d 
tL = vr /lre , LL I lim'" I £-/11) = ez,t{tI)-u lfiTez; (ti) . 

/ VI. d - = I11p e e 'p, l1(u 2u2 ' 

11 

ezj(u) = ~le-~x. 
{Jr'lJ 

(5) 

Here Ve= {2/(0 !eline' is the thermal velocity of electrons,Te 
and Tp- electron and proton temperatures, GJpe is electron 
plasma frequency. For simplicity at thermal velocities the 
injection diffusion coefficient was proposed to be constan~ 
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To obtain preferential injection of _He the diffusion coef-

ficient D _) for it must be gre__t_: _eJ/_e_-3 At higher
energies it was proposed that _ increases sharply and
then it decreases as V-3 (Pig.l).

_ Pig. 1.The diffusion coeffici-

ents D_e and used in

calculat ions.Kmax_O. 356J_-_-_T_T = 6.106K, I.5v_
cA.)
W_G 4 LOW loss case: n=4. 1010cm-3,

/_-J L=5.108cm,H=70 Gs, _o=lHz,
W

_e =0.35,GI=2, G2=3.3

4He ,/0-J High loss case : n=5. I011cm-3,

L=2.109cm, H=260 Gs, _o=IHz.

W 0.35, G1=I G2=0.11,6 ,o" t u = '
Such form has the diffusion coefficient for ion-sound t_rbu-
lence _sed earlier in _He-enrichment problem [4].
The solution of equation (1) has been found by the method
described in 16] ,but at high energies we have obtained
q_asistationary solution. Theoretical parameters has been
selected basing on observational data (for details see [7]).

3. Results and disqussion

Calculations show that high 3He/4He ratio is formed at the
energies from 100 eV up to 10 keV due to injection and the
ratio changes slowly at higher energies where the accelera-

tion mechanism wor_s. As can be seen from experimental data
[3] for some 3He-rich solar particle events He/4He ratio
decreases with increasing of energy at E _2 MeV/N. Pot
another events such decrease is not seen.To explain the
_H_/411edecrease at E >_2MeV/N we have proposed that the plas-
ma density in the acceleration region is high.In this case
higher Coulomb losses for SHe leads to steeper spectra of
this heliu_n isotope.As a result 3He/4 He ratio decrease with
increasing of energy.For this high loss case the obtained
parameters of acceleration region are:density n _ 10f_cm-3,
L = 10Vcm, H _250 Gs, T_6-10 6 K and if the lowest frequency
of Alfven wave spectrum _o=lHz the wave energy density
_/nKsTe _ 0.2. For events without SHe/_ He decrease at
>_ 2_eV/N lower values of n and H have been obtained

_low loss case): n_3.10/°cm , H=70 Gs.

Calculations show that the higher turb_len_ energy
density I_/tzKST_(shorter acceleration time) is, the lower
energy particles may be accelerated. But at lower energies
the _//e/_Heratio is lower too (due to the injection mecha-
nism). On the other hand, the shorter is the acceleration
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..,. Fig. 1. The diffusion coeffici-
Vl (In.) fA ) N ents D~e and V· used in 
~~ calculations·Kmax=0.J5~HP 
~~ 6 ~ A 
~I~Q) T = 6.10 K, v = 1.5 

Low loss case: n=4. 1010cm- 3, 

10-2 1=5·108cm,H=70 Gs, "o=1Hz, 
W 'iiK:T = 0.35,G1=2, G2=.3· j 

B e 
10-J High loss case: n=5.10 11 cm-.3, 

1=2· 109cm, H=260 Gs, Yo= 1Hz. 
W nx:T = 0.35, G1=1, G2=0.1 

B e 
Such form has the diffusion coefficient for ion-sound turbu
lence used earlier in JHe-enrichment problem [4]. 
The solution of equation (1) has been found by the method 
described in ~] ,but at high energies we have obtained 
quasistationary solution. Theoretical parameters has been 
selected basing on observational data (for details see [7]) • 

.3. Results and discussion 
Calculations show that high 3He/4He ratio is formed at the 
energies from 100 eV up to 10 keV due to injection and the 
ratio changes slowly at higher energies where the accelera
tion mechanism works. As can be seen from experimental data 
[~ for some 3He-rich solar particle events 3He/4 He ratio 

decreases with increasing of energy at E ~2 MeV/N. For 
another events such decrease is not seen.To explain the 
3H'J/4f1e decrease at E 1! 2MeV/N we have proposed that the plas
ma density in the acceleration region is high.In this case 
higher Coulomb losses for 3He leads to steeper spectra of 
this helium isotope.As a result 3He/ 4 He ratio decrease ~ith 
increasing of energy.For this high loss case the obtained 
parameters of acceleration region are :densi ty n ~ 10 12 cm-J, 
L~109cm, H~250 Gs, T~6.106 K and if the lowest frequency 
of Alfven wave spectrum~=1Hz the wave energy density 

W/n.K8 Te ~ 0.2. For events without 3He/ 4 He decrease at 
E ~ 2MeV/N lower value~ of nand H have been obtained 
(low loss case): n f:: 3-10 '0 em, H ~ 70 Gs. 

Calculations show that the higher turbulent energy 
densi ty Wjnks Te (shorter acceleration time) is, the lower 
energy particles may be accelerated. But at lower energies 
the 'He7.f-lfe ratio is lower too (due to the injection mecha
nism). On the other hand, the shorter is the acceleration 
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Pig. 2. _e-speotral index

%_ 4 (at 2MeV/N)vs. 3He/_e
_N ratio ; solid llnes-calculated

for _/_KS _ varied

i 6 4 . from O.I to O.5;

I- high loss case;
8 , , 2- low loss case (see Fig. I).
0.1 I YO

He/4

tlme,the smaller is the power low index• In figure 2 the

result of varying of wave energy density _JJ_sTe is shown•The experimental scatter plot of event-averaged He-spec-
tral index versus 3He/4He ratio is shown too 11]. It is
seen that the experimental tendency conforms the tendency
obtained by varying the acceleration time.Thus the observed
tendency may be explained as a result of competition bet-
ween injection and acceleration processes at the interme-
diate energy region (_0.3 in figure I ).
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Fig. 2. ~e-spectral index 
{at 2MeV/N)vs. )He/4se 
ratio; solid lines-calculated 
for W / fLKS Te varied 
from 0.1 to 0.5; 
1- high loss case; 
2- low loss case {see Fig.1~ 

time,the smaller is the power low index. In fi~ure 2 the result of varying of wave energy density W/fLI<8Te is shown. The experimental scatter plot of event-averaged 3He-spectral index versus J HelfHe ratio is shown too [1]. It is seen that the experimental tendency conforms the tendency obtained by varying the acceleration time. Thus the observed tendency may be explained as a result of competition between injection and acceleration processes at the intermediate energy region (U ~o.) in figure 1 ). 
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